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Re: Meeting Request with Hapag-Lloyd Container Line from Mighty Earth
Compliance
Tue 10/22/2019 10:00 AM
To: Compliance <compliance@waxmanstrategies.com>

From: Lucia von Reusner <lucia@mightyearth.org>
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2019 6:46 AM
To: Erdmann, Jorg <Jorg.Erdmann@hlag.com>; Anahita Yousefi <anahita@rainforest.no>
Cc: Aidan Mock <aidan@mightyearth.org>; Glenn Hurowitz <glenn@mightyearth.org>; Sustainability
<Sustainability@hlag.com>; Nils Hermann Ranum <nils.hermann@rainforest.no>; Deborah Lapidus
<deborah@mightyearth.org>; Rose Garr <rose@mightyearth.org>
Subject: Re: Meeting Request with Hapag-Lloyd Container Line from Mighty Earth
Dear Jorg,
Apologies for the delay in response. My colleagues compiled and sent over some key elements of a lowcarbon transportation fuel policy for your review below. Do you have availability this week or next to
discuss further with my colleague Anahita?
Best,
Lucia
Hapag Lloyd will refrain from using food-based biofuels, such as palm, soy, and rapeseed oil, that are at
high risk for land use change impacts associated with producing these crops as well as their competition
with food resources. In particular, Hapag Lloyd has banned any purchases of oil palm-based biofuels
from Korindo Group, given the company's record of significant deforestation (50,000) of primary
rainforests in Papua, Indonesia to produce the palm oil based feedstocks. In addition, Hapag Lloyd does
not view biofuels as a viable long term solution for decarbonizing the shipping industry given the limited
availability of sustainable advanced feedstocks and the difficulty with verification of sustainability Our
long term vision for a low carbon shipping industry is investment in battery-electric and hydrogen
technologies from sustainable renewable sources.
Citations:
https://www.transportenvironment.ora/publications/new-eu-sustainable-bioenerav-policv-position-paper
www.miahtvearth.ora/BurninaParadise
https://www.transportenvironment.org/sites/te/files/publications/2018 11 Roadmap decarbonising Euro
oean ship

MIGHTY
LUCIA VON REUSNER|
Campaign Director
T +1 (202) 899-2634 Ext 114
C +1 (845) 943-8898
Washington, DC

The work of Mighty Earth is supported by Waxman Strategies. Waxman Strategies’ work on soy is
funded in part by the National Wildlife Federation under grants from the Norwegian Agency for
Development Cooperation. Waxman Strategies is required under 22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this
material is distributed by Waxman Strategies on behalf of the one of the aforementioned organizations
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working under a grant from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Additional information
is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.

Von: Lucia von Reusner <lucia@mightyearth.org>
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 25. September 2019 04:17
An: Erdmann, Jorg <Jorg.Erdmann@hlag.com>; Anahita Yousefi <anahita@rainforest.no>
Cc: Aidan Mock <aidan@mightyearth.org>; Glenn Hurowitz <glenn@mightyearth.org>; Sustainability
<Sustainability@hlag.com>; Nils Hermann Ranum <nils.hermann@rainforest.no>; Deborah Lapidus
<deborah@mightyearth.org>; Rose Garr <rose@mightyearth.org>
Betreff: Re: Meeting Request with Hapag-Lloyd Container Line from Mighty Earth
Hi Jorg,
I am following up here to see if you have everything you need from us, and if we can set up a call to
discuss next steps? We are flexible available next week if there is a time that works well for your team,
or the following week.
Best,
Lucia
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 17, 2019, at 1:48 PM, Lucia von Reusner <lucia@miahtvearth.ora> wrote:
Dear Jorg, how is this for a short blurb?
Mighty Earth is a global environmental advocacy organization that focuses on reducing
greenhouse gas emissions through corporate supply chains, and has deep experience
working with industry leaders to develop comprehensive sustainability policies that
meaningfully address climate change. Growing demand for biofuels is leading to
deforestation and higher greenhouse gas emissions. Scientific research has questioned the
efficacy of biofuels as a climate emissions reduction strategy, pointing to increased land
conversion for biofuel crops as a major source of carbon emissions. Using land for biofuels
creates more competition for food, animal feed and carbon storage. Consequently, it is
critical that the shipping industry understand and assess the environmental impacts of
vegetable-oil biofuels in order to mitigate the unintended risks of increasing deforestation
and greenhouse gas emissions.
Von: Lucia von Reusner <lucia@miahtvearth.ora>
Gesendet: Freitag, 6. September 2019 16:42
An: Erdmann, Jorg <Jora.Erdmann@hlaa.com>: Anahita Yousefi <anahita@rainforest.no>
Cc: Aidan Mock <aidan@miahtvearth.ora>: Glenn Hurowitz <alenn@miahtvearth.org>:
Sustainability <Sustainabilitv@hlaq.com>: Nils Hermann Ranum
<nils.hermann@rainforest.no>: Deborah Lapidus <deborah@miahtvearth.ora>: Rose Garr
<rose@miahtvearth.ora>
Betreff: Re: Meeting Request with Hapag-Lloyd Container Line from Mighty Earth
Dear Mr. Erdmann,
I’m following up on the email below to set up next steps on our discussion now that my
colleagues are returning from summer vacations. Can you confirm the dates and location of
the BSR workshop you mentioned, and have you had a chance to speak with the director
about having a member from our group come present on the deforestation risks of biofuels?
We will follow up with a short description of our activities if that is still useful, and some
suggested times for a call to discuss next steps.
We look forward to working with you on this important topic
Best,
https://outlook.office365 .com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkADIyYzk4NDcyLTgwNWQtNDBiMSlhYTVkLTM4ZWQwZjIzNjczNQAQACOYK%2BBdLgRKlmx2%2BR%...
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Lucia
From: Lucia von Reusner <lucia@mightvearth.org>
Date: Friday, August 16, 2019 at 5:51 AM
To: "Erdmann, Jorg" <Jorg.Erdmann@hlag.com>. Anahita Yousefi
<anahita@rainforest.no>
Cc: Aidan Mock <aidan@mightvearth.org>. Glenn Hurowitz
<glenn@mightyearth.org>. Sustainability <Sustainability@hlag.com>. Nils Hermann
Ranum <nils.hermann@rainforest.no>. Deborah Lapidus
<deborah@mightvearth.org>. Rose Garr <rose@mightvearth.org>
Subject: Re: Meeting Request with Hapag-Lloyd Container Line from Mighty Earth
Dear Mr. Erdmann,
We very much enjoyed our productive conversation yesterday, thank you for your time and
interest in helping solve critical environmental issues like deforestation.
We are very interested in working with you to ensure that the shipping industry is not
inadvertently sourcing biofuels that are causing deforestation. There is a clear opportunity to
prevent these problems while the shipping industry is still in the early stages of evaluating
biofuels, and it would be great to position Hapag-Lloyd as an industry leader on this issue.
My colleagues will follow up with you to provide background information that you can
present to the BSR director, set up a meeting to discuss a no-deforestation biofuels policy
and path forward, and confirm any next steps on public announcements or letters to
Korindo.
Thank you again and enjoy your weekend
Best,
Lucia
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Re: Deforestation Briefing
Compliance
Tue 10/22/2019 10:01 AM
To: Compliance <compliance@waxmanstrategies.com>

From: Margaret Hansbrough <mhansbrough@waxmanstrategies.com>
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2019 10:41 AM
To: Lowman, Patrick (CA07 - Intern) <Patrick.Lowman@mail.house.gov>
Cc: Megan Larkin <megan@waxmanstrategies.com>
Subject: Re: Deforestation Briefing
Hello Patrick,
Thank you for the email. I am copying my colleague Megan who should be able to assist you.
-Margaret

MARGARET HANSBROUGH I DIRECTOR I WAXMAN STRATEGIES
mhansbrouah@waxmanstrateqies.com I 816.210.9545
1150 Connecticut Avenue NW I Suite 800 I Washington, DC, 20036
www.waxmanstrateaies.com
Waxman Strategies' work on forest conservation is funded in part by the European Federation for Transport and Environment. Waxman is required under
22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this material is distributed on behalf of the aforementioned organization, working under grant from the Norwegian Agency
for Development Cooperation. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
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Re: Response to Amazon Fires
Compliance
Tue 10/22/2019 10:26 AM
To: Compliance <compliance@waxmanstrategies.com>

From: Lucia von Reusner <lucia@mightyearth.org>
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2019 12:52 PM
To: Hugo Byrnes <Hugo.Byrnes@aholddelhaize.com>; Mat Jacobson <mat@mightyearth.org>
Cc: Henry Waxman <henry@mightyearth.org>; Brittni Furrow <Brittni.Furrow@AholdDelhaizeUSA.com>
Subject: Re: Response to Amazon Fires
Dear Hugo,
We look forward to it. How about we meet at 6pm Wednesday before the cocktail hour, or during the first
networking break at 10:15 on Wednesday?
Best,
Lucia

MIGHTY
LUCIA VON REUSNERI
Campaign Director, U.S. Agriculture
T+l (202) 899-2634 Ext 114
C +1 (845) 943-8898
Washington, DC

The work of Mighty Earth is supported by Waxman Strategies. Waxman Strategies’ work on soy is
funded in part by the National Wildlife Federation under grants from the Norwegian Agency for
Development Cooperation. Waxman Strategies is required under 22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this
material is distributed by Waxman Strategies on behalf of the one of the aforementioned organizations
working under a grant from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Additional information
is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.

From: Mat Jacobson <mat@mightyearth.org>
Sent: maandag 14 oktober 2019 19:54
To: Brittni Furrow <Brittni.Furrow@AholdDelhaizeUSA.com>
Cc: Henry Waxman <henry@mightyearth.org>; Hugo Byrnes <Hugo.Byrnes@aholddelhaize.com>
Subject: Re: Response to Amazon Fires
Dear Ms. Furrow,
Thank you for your note and your interest in working together. We are pleased by your intention of
becoming a strong proponent in addressing these issues.
In fact, Ahold-Delhaize has long been recognized as a leader on many of these issues, and it was
precisely for that reason that we were so alarmed by Ahold’s decision to choose Cargill as a joint-venture
partner in providing store branded meats to Stop and Shop stores.
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkADIyYzk4NDcyLTgwNWQtNDBiMSlhYTVkLTM4ZWQwZjIzNjczNQAQAFEiUrjK6ilPsx6bXD9%2FKUo%3D
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Ahold simply cannot be a leader in cleaning its supply chain of these offences while partnering with the
very company perpetrating them. While we are certain that you are already familiar with of many of the
sustainability violations on Cargill’s record, we would like to share with you a new report, “Cargill: The
Worst Company in the World.” The report presents in detail Cargill’s repeated pattern of rampant
exploitation, ranging from deforestation to water pollution, to their continuing problems with slavery and
child labor, and financial malfeasance- despite on-paper policies to address many of these issues.
Cargill’s continued refusal to improve its practices or uphold its own commitments is a clear indication
that it has seen no real repercussions for continuing business as usual, and should be seen as a slap in
the face to Ahold Delhaize and others that have repeatedly ‘engaged’ Cargill on the need to change.
Companies that are serious about climate change and stopping deforestation must stop signing
contracts with suppliers driving deforestation- any deals funding Cargill provide financing for its activities
and are an endorsement of the companies’ behavior.
Supermarkets have a responsibility to help their customers ensure that their grocery carts aren't filled
with products that destroy the planet, enslave children, or are produced illegally. We believe that the
upcoming Consumer Goods Forum’s Sustainable Retail Summit will be an opportune time for Ahold
Delhaize to stand as a leader in the sector by publicly announcing that it will cancel its partnership with
Cargill until the company implements a transparent and verifiable process for ending deforestation
throughout its supply chain. We would be happy to work with you to ensure that such a step receives
the recognition it deserves. The full details of our requested action from supermarket retailers is outlined
in this letter.
We look forward to your response.
Sincerely,
Mat Jacobson
Lucia von Reusner
MATHEW JACOBSON I SENIOR DIRECTOR, FORESTS I MIGHTY EARTH
mat@miahtvearth.org I 202.618.1042 • 202.277.8463
www.miahtvearth.org

Some of Mighty Earth’s work on forests is supported by Waxman Strategies which is funded by organizations including the European
Federation for Transport and Environment, the Center for International Policy under grants from the Norwegian Agency for
Development Cooperation. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.

From: Henry Waxman <henrv@miahtvearth.ora>
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 4:39 PM
To: Gordon Reid; Hugo Byrnes
Cc: Mat Jacobson
Subject: Response to Amazon Fires
Dear Mr. Reid,
The fires raging throughout the Amazon this past month have intensified global
attention on the climate disaster unfolding throughout the agricultural industry.
Satellite imagery and supply chain investigations consistently find the same
agribusiness suppliers driving deforestation across Latin America, with your
suppliers Cargill and JBS featuring prominently in burn maps of the most recent fires
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkADIyYzk4NDcyLTgwNWQtNDBiMSlhYTVkLTM4ZWQwZjIzNjczNQAQAFEiUrjK6ilPsx6bXD9%2FKUo%3D
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across Brazil. The urgency of deforestation cannot be overstated: the Amazon is
reaching a threshold of ecological collapse which will severely impact weather
patterns across Latin and North America, not to mention massive species extinction.
We understand that your parent company Ahold Delhaize has made a commitment
to end deforestation across its supply chain as a member of the Consumer Goods
Forum. Continuing to finance major purchases from the agribusiness suppliers
responsible for driving this destruction is enabling and incentivizing these
unsustainable activities to continue.
The attached letter is a call from over 70 civil society organizations around the world
urging major supermarkets to help prevent further degradation of our forests,
destabilization of our climate, and the exploitation of local and indigenous people by
immediately suspending contracts with the agribusiness suppliers responsible. My
team would welcome the opportunity to meet with members of your team in person
during New York Climate week or by phone afterwards to discuss actionable steps
Ahold Delhaize and Stop & Shop can take. You may reach out to Mat
Jacobson mat@miahtvearth.org to set up a time to talk further.
Best,
Henry Waxman
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Re: 14.00 hrs CET Mighty Earth/Metro call on soy
Compliance
Tue 10/22/2019 10:29 AM
To: Compliance <compliance@waxmanstrategies.com>

From: Lucia von Reusner <lucia@mightyearth.org>
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2019 12:37 PM
To: jeroen.gerlag@metro.de <jeroen.gerlag@metro.de>; Glenn Hurowitz <glenn@mightyearth.org>; Mat
Jacobson <mat@mightyearth.org>; Sarah Brickman <sarah@mightyearth.org>
Cc: veronika.pountcheva@metro.de <veronika.pountcheva@metro.de>; sarah.schlegel02@metro.de
<sarah.schlegel02@metro.de>; andrea.weber@metro.de <andrea.weber@metro.de>;
simone.balzat@metro.de <simone.balzat@metro.de>
Subject: Re: 14.00 hrs CET Mighty Earth/Metro call on soy
Dear Team Metro,
We are looking forward to the summit and to seeing you there. Perhaps we can find a time to chat on
Friday after Etelle and Veronika have given the panel and the audience has had time to react, so we can
debrief on the response and next steps.
Best,
Lucia

MIGHTY
LUCIA VON REUSNER|
Campaign Director, U.S. Agriculture
T +1 (202) 899-2634 Ext 114
C+l (845) 943-8898
Washington, DC

The work of Mighty Earth is supported by Waxman Strategies. Waxman Strategies’ work on soy is
funded in part by the National Wildlife Federation under grants from the Norwegian Agency for
Development Cooperation. Waxman Strategies is required under 22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this
material is distributed by Waxman Strategies on behalf of the one of the aforementioned organizations
working under a grant from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Additional information
is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.

Von: Lucia von Reusner [mailto:lucia@mightyearth.org]
Gesendet: Montag, 7. Oktober 2019 17:36
An: Gerlag, Jeroen; Glenn Hurowitz
Cc: Mat Jacobson; Sarah Brickman; Pountcheva, Veronika; Schlegel, Sarah; Weber, Andrea
Betreff: [EXT] Re: 14.00 hrs CET Mighty Earth/Metro call on soy

Hi Jeroen,
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Apologies, Glenn sent me a few resources right after I sent the message below, so I am including
additionally:
• Rainforest Foundation Norway report on deforestation connected to salmon:
• More recent article in the main Norwegian newspaper about deforestation connected to soy going
into EWOS (salmon feeder owned by Cargill)
• Our report on the companies connected to Amazon fires
Best,
Lucia

From: Lucia von Reusner <lucia@mightyearth.org>
Date: Monday, October 7, 2019 at 11:32 AM
To: "jeroen.gerlag@metro.de" <jeroen.gerlag@metro.de>, Glenn Hurowitz <glenn@mightyearth.org>
Cc: Mat Jacobson <mat@mightyearth.org>, Sarah Brickman <sarah@mightyearth.org>,
"veronika.pountcheva@metro.de" <veronika.pountcheva@metro.de>, "sarah.schlegel02@metro.de"
<sarah.schlegel02@metro.de>, "andrea.weber@metro.de" <andrea.weber@metro.de>
Subject: Re: 14.00 hrs CET Mighty Earth/Metro call on soy

Dear Jeroen and team,
Thank you for a productive and open discussion on Friday- it is great to hear that your team is so
engaged in advancing forest protections, and open to feedback on how to make it happen. I am following
up on a few points we discussed:
• Limits of certification: “The False Promise of Certification”
• Regenerative agriculture for row crops (our team is also doing a lot to promote agroforestry for tree
crops, we are happy to provide a briefing on this as well):
o Overview of soil degradation problems in Latin America caused largely by soy and cattle
production (here’s a much longer and more detailed FAQ overview)
o A summary of regenerative agriculture practices, some current corporate trends, and expert
organizations
• We will be in Germany the week of Oct 23 and happy to meet with procurement directors if that is
still useful
Will it be possible to schedule a follow up call with Veronika regarding Metro’s role in the CGF, prior to
the Sustainable Retailer Summit?
Please let me know if there is anything else I missed.
Best,
Lucia
Von: Glenn Hurowitz [mailto:glenn@mightyearth.org]
Gesendet: Freitag, 4. Oktober 2019 05:15
An: Lucia von Reusner
Cc: Gerlag, Jeroen; Mat Jacobson; Sarah Brickman; Pountcheva, Veronika; Schlegel, Sarah; Weber, Andrea
Betreff: [EXT] Re: 14.00 hrs CET Mighty Earth/Metro call on soy
Hi Jeroen - I’m hoping to be able to join you tomorrow, but wanted to provide an answer to your question
about RTRS in any case. Our concern is that RTRS’ low uptake (and likelihood that its uptake will never
exceed a critical mass unless there’s a massive change in the marketplace), means that the funds going
towards RTRS deforestation-free production doesn’t change the incentives substantially for producers at
the frontier where the problem is. In our experience with palm oil and other commodities, what works to
drive reductions in deforestation is primarily industry-wide policies and platforms to prohibit purchases
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkADIyYzk4NDcyLTgwNWQtNDBiMSlhYTVkLTM4ZWQwZjIzNjczNQAQAJOP6Ru%2FCErOukYx4y2zhew%3D
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from suppliers engaged in deforestation. While these mechanisms are primarily policy rather than finance
driven, investment can help provide complementary incentives or conservation and restoration
investments.
I hope this is helpful.
Thanks,
Glenn

GLENN HUROWITZ | CEO | miahtvearth.org
T+1-202-688-0151 M +1-917-386-3571
alenn@miahtvearth.org
Follow me @glennhurowitz

On Oct 2, 2019, at 4:28 PM, Lucia von Reusner <hicia@mightvearth.org> wrote:

Hi Jeroen,
I am also following up with an overview of Mighty Earth’s rapid response system as requested. Please
see the attached document.
Best,
Lucia
From: Lucia von Reusner <lucia@mightyearth.org>
Date: Tuesday, October 1,2019 at 3:18 PM
To: "jeroen.aerlag@metro.de" <jeroen.aerlaa@metro.de>
Cc: Mat Jacobson <mat@miahtvearth.ora>. Glenn Hurowitz <alenn@miahtvearth.ora>. Sarah
Brickman <sarah@miahtyearth.ora>. "veronika.pountcheva@metro.de"
<veronika.pountcheva@metro.de>. "sarah.schleael02@metro.de"
<sarah.schleael02@metro.de>. "andrea.weber@metro.de" <andrea.weber@metro.de>
Subject: Re: 14.00 hrs CET Mighty Earth/Metro call on soy
Hi Jeroen,
Great we will get you that information. We had also discussed establishing traceability and ensuring no
deforestation in Metro AG’s indirect soy sourcing- starting with fisheries- and providing an overview of
our rapid response satellite monitoring platform, as well as phasing out purchases from Cargill where
there is direct exposure to the company.
Perhaps the agenda could be:
• Metro AG provides overview of direct and indirect sourced soy
• Establishing traceability (what has been done, what needs to be done)
• Establishing no-deforestation (comment on traded certificates, conservation projects, monitoring
supplier compliance, and non-compliance policy)
Does that work for your team? Also, if possible could your team share the presentation that I saw during
my in-person meeting for my other colleagues to review? We will of course keep confidential.
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Best,
Lucia
Von: Lucia von Reusner fmailto:lucia@miahtvearth.oral
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 25. September 2019 19:33
An: Gerlag, Jeroen; Pountcheva, Veronika; Schlegel, Sarah; Weber, Andrea
Cc: Mat Jacobson; Glenn Hurowitz; Sarah Brickman
Betreff: [EXT] Re: 14.00 hrs CET Mighty Earth/Metro call on soy

Dear Jeroen,
Can you share any relevant background materials regarding Metro AG’s direct & indirect soy
procurement, and a suggested agenda for us to review ahead of the call? That will help us prepare and
make the best use of our time together. We look forward to a productive discussion!
Best,
Lucia
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